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Abstract

This work proposes a solution to improve the cooperation be-
tween humans and computer Artificial Intelligence (AI), as a
colleague, in the creation of puzzles for video game levels.
With this interaction we hope to give the designer a source
of creative stimulus, in order to achieve overall more cre-
ative results than those obtained if said designer was working
alone. The proposed solution consists of a co-creative puz-
zle creation tool, focused on improving creativity by allow-
ing human and computer to work together in producing con-
tent using the Legend of Grimrock 2 Level Editor, exploring
the digital “peer” paradigm. Its interface can be used by the
designer to preview generated suggestions and orient its be-
havior. Suggestions are generated and iteratively evolved by
three genetic algorithms and can be guided by the designer on
different domains: objective, innovation, user map; all then
combined in a fourth one that re-evaluates the best sugges-
tions of each previous algorithm, again on the three domains,
with different weights based on the users configuration, to
choose the best suggestion overall. Results showed a pos-
itive influence on the puzzle creation because our approach
takes into account the smaller nuances of the co-creative in-
teraction. Outlined improvements such as a better way to
support designer-specific interaction patterns, improved algo-
rithm behaviour and integration with past tools set the direc-
tion for future work. We concluded that through an intuitive
interface, flexible and adjustable behavior, we were able to
provide some positive contributions to the quality of the co-
creative puzzle creation process.

Introduction
Most people think of computers as facilitating tools, they
discard the possibility of their potential in providing valu-
able contributions to creative processes, only associated with
human beings. By exploring the “peer” or “colleague”
paradigm in co-creative activities, we seek to improve the
human-computer interaction in such cases, by having the
computer working alongside a human designer, as a col-
league, in the creation of puzzles for a video game map. The
work written by Lubart (Lubart 2005) states several advan-
tages for this approach.

There is a respectable amount of work and research on the
topic of computational creativity. Among all these, we took
particular attention to the work of Edward DeBono on the
Lateral Thinking theory (De Bono 1977), Adam Vile’s work

on Diagrammatic Reasoning (Vile and Polovina 1998), the
experiments of Yannakakis et al. with Mixed-Initiative Co-
Creativity (Yannakakis and Alexopoulos 2014) programs
and the work of Lucas (Lucas 2016), the Editor Buddy,
whose behavior is based on a theory which merges both lat-
eral thinking and diagrammatic reasoning.

Procedural Content Generation, in the context of video
games, is an often used set of techniques to quickly gener-
ate generally correct and useful content, within certain con-
straints. Some video games support the creation of user con-
tent such as the design of levels and, more relevant to us,
puzzle creation. We believe level design, in particular puzzle
creation, is a good example of an activity that would benefit
from a computer-assisted co-creative tool. In this sense, we
analyze the findings of Liapis et al. in their tool, the Sen-
tient Sketchbook (Liapis, Yannakakis, and Togelius 2013),
the findings of Smith et al. (Smith, Whitehead, and Mateas
2011) in the tool Tanagra, the work of Lucas (Lucas 2016)
with the Editor Buddy and the Evolutionary Dungeon De-
signer of Baldwin et al. (Baldwin et al. 2017). We take into
consideration their results, conclusions and observations re-
garding their respective implementations.

We then present our solution and the chosen approach in
the light of the insight acquired from related works, describ-
ing how and why this has been implemented. In order to
validate the usability and utility of this approach we con-
ducted an evaluation with inexperienced and amateur users
in level design, with the majority having interest in it and
present its results.

Background
Level-Design
Level design is one of the key aspects of the game design
process, as Totten, C.W says on (Totten 2014) “it is also
one of the most exhilarating” and Rollings, A and Adams,
E in (Rollings and Adams 2003) “there is no standard way
to design level”. Totten,C.W. tries to answer this by saying
“as you watch people play your level”(Totten 2014) we must
keep these, among other reasons, relevant to our study:

• Do they understand how to play the level?Meaning,
that teaching is an important mission of level design, and
if a player doesn’t understand a puzzle type that we want



to repeat during the game, the player may need a better or
more transparent introduction to the mechanic.

• Is the level too hard for the player? It must be avoided
sudden increases in difficulty without proper balancing or
player preparation. If a player is stuck in a early puzzle
of the game, we may need to place in a later time of the
game, or build easier puzzles to prepare the player.

• Embrace happy accidents. Sometimes players may re-
solve puzzles in an unique way that the designers didn’t
expected them to.

For our project we will keep simple individual puzzle
pieces, pressure plates and gates, that the player by looking
at it can understand how to interact, but create a more com-
plex puzzle made of simpler smaller ones. The difficulty for
a player is a subject of matter, but we want to achieve with
the level of puzzle difficulty, an easier one that has overall
less steps to complete than a harder one.

In terms of layout, we’ll use Legend of Grimrock 2
in game layouts, since it’s a dungeon crawler, the pre-
dominant gamespace structure is a Maze. Totten,C.W. de-
scribes mazes(Totten 2014) not as unicursal labyrinths, but
as “branching spatial puzzles where occupants and players
must find their way through an elaborate structure of walls
and pathways with multiple dead ends to find an exit point”.
He also points that due to their branching nature, mazes are
multicursal, by having more than one defining path. Due
to this nature, it has potential dead ends that implies a risk-
reward structure, where the player must choose from differ-
ent uncertain options and hope to choose the most advan-
tageous one. This type of gamespace structure is a good
choice for puzzle creation, because the player must explore
the maze to solve the puzzles, and face the uncertainty in
order to proceed with the game.

Another interesting idea for our approach of level de-
sign, came from an Youtube series, called Boss Keys, from
Brown, M. (Brown, M. 2016), a game journalist that wrote
for various important gaming news websites. In this video1,
he explains The Legend of Zelda: The Minish Cap’s2 dun-
geon design and to do so, he converts the dungeons layouts
and puzzles into graphs, as shown in figure 1. We can use
a similar approach to our algorithm, convert the level layout
into a graph, since it will be a fixed layout it will be easier
than a random generated one.

Creativity
We address how important creativity is to this work, how
can we describe it, what do we know of it and what has been
accomplished in the field of artificial intelligence and the
theory behind it.

Perhaps one of the most influential individuals in the area
of creativity is Boden, M., in her work (Boden 2003) she in-
troduced and explained the several existing forms of creativ-
ity: combinational, exploratory and transformational and
the distinction between psychological and historical cre-
ativity in regards to an individual and how these forms of

1Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEVJXqV7XMc
2Nintendo, 2004

(a) Caption of the graph, a square represents a lock and the diamond
represents the key/item/switch to open the lock of the same color and
image.

(b) The Legend of Zelda: The Minish Cap’s Deepwood Shrine’s graph
made by Mark Brown.

Figure 1: Brown’s graph representation of a dungeon from
Legend of Zelda: The Minish Cap.

creativity influence conceptual spaces, structured styles of
thought, by combining ideas within them, exploring new
ones or even the alteration of them, to give a new perspective
and lead to new ideas that were unthinkable..

Boden also addresses the contributions of computers as a
source of creativity though the use of artificial intelligence
and how they fit the previously described theories. Existing
computer models of creativity are capable performing com-
binational, exploratory and transformational creative pro-
cesses and she mentions a couple of interesting implemen-
tations on all levels.

The work of de Bono, E. (De Bono 1977) on describing
several creative processes which is also relevant in the con-
text of our work. We draw our attention towards the defini-
tion of lateral thinking and how he distinguishes it from the
more common process of vertical thinking.

Procedural Content Generation
Videogames, being an area transversal to many others, is a
field which has much to gain from such computational mod-
els, whether it is for the player or the game developer. Cur-
rently, Procedural Content Generation offers mechanisms
to facilitate the creation of various types of content for
videogames. From audio to visual content, PCG is a widely
used and relatively inexpensive way to quickly enrich the
player experience in games. The use of such techniques is
plausible and has already been subject of some investigation



regarding its use as creativity-enhancing computer models,
in cases such as the creation of videogame levels.

We refer to the taxonomy used by Togelius et al. in (To-
gelius et al. 2011), where PCG techniques are evaluated ac-
cording to different aspects:

• Online vs Offline
• Necessary vs Optional Content
• Random seed vs Parameter vectors
• Stochastic vs Deterministic Generation
• Constructive vs Generate and Test

This alternative taxonomy allows us to classify and place
different PCG techniques in a continuum, rather than sep-
arating them by behaviors. We identify our application as
being offline, a mix of necessary and optional content (de-
pending on the algorithm), parameters vectors , stochastic
and constructive.

Creativity-enhancing computer models
As a way to foster the creative process, Lubart identifies
several categories (Lubart 2005) on which the computer can
help an individual in this way:

1. The management of creative work
2. Communication between individuals collaborating on

creative projects
3. The use of creativity enhancement techniques
4. The creative act through integrated human-computer co-

operation during idea production

From this categories Lubart (Lubart 2005) translated into
four lines of thought a computer’s role in creativity enhance-
ment:

• Colleague paradigm: or a “peer”, where the creative pro-
cess would be a shared activity between the human and
the computer.

• Nanny paradigm: in this paradigm, the computer takes
a more passive role in the creative process and is used as
a manager of the user’s productivity by detecting periods
of procrastination and productivity breaks.

• Pen-pal paradigm: the computer assists the user by pro-
moting communication, mainly in a collaborative creative
process with two or more individuals. This communica-
tion is a fundamental tool to fulfill the need of idea sharing
and synthesis.

• Coach paradigm: in this paradigm it’s proposed an
user’s cognitive domain and narrowed thinking style, that
can be inconvenient and can hinder his performance for
a certain task. For this reason, the computer can assume
the responsibility of kick starting a sentence of topic to
the creative process, as well as offering information about
existing techniques to stimulate creativity, thanks to its
knowledge in creativity-relevant techniques.

This last one being the most ambitious and perhaps the
most interesting to explore, considering how Liapis et al.,
Smith et al. and Lucas focus on this paradigm in the Sentient

Sketchbook (Liapis, Yannakakis, and Togelius 2013), the
Tanagra (Smith, Whitehead, and Mateas 2011) and Editor
Buddy (Lucas 2016) tool, respectively. The main purpose of
these tools is to provide a rich mixed-initiative co-creative
experience in order to foster the level designer’s creativity.

Evaluating creativity

We need, however, to be able to evaluate the human-
computer interaction and, not only that, the outcome of this
interaction. In the particular case of Mixed-Initiative Co-
Creativity (MI-CC) (Yannakakis and Alexopoulos 2014),
this evaluation it isn’t trivial on an ongoing interaction be-
tween human and computer because it’s hard to represent it
in the final outcome. Yannakakis et al. explains that is diffi-
cult to capture the impact of pro-activeness of the computa-
tional activity on the human creativity and vice-versa. Due
to this, they consider two types of evaluation when a compu-
tational creator is involved: the evaluation of the final(or in-
termediate) outcome, through the use of a number of heuris-
tics for the task at hand (such as novelty and usefulness) or
through crowdsourced estimates of creativity from a human
audience; and the evaluation of the co-creative process for
the generation of outcomes,solutions or items. This evalu-
ation is less straight forward because the exact human cre-
ativity processes are either completely unknown or only par-
tially known. It requires that we identify milestones within
the co-creative process through heuristics of novelty, value,
surprise or other relevant heuristics. Or, some type of meta-
level mechanism of the quality of the process. Or, finally,
an evaluation based on a temporal model of the co-creative
process. They argue that MI-CC supports and fosters the
creative process towards a certain outcome in addition to
fostering the creative value of that same outcome.

Solution

The developed solution, a new mode for the previously cre-
ated GUI based application by Lucas(Lucas 2016), named
Puzzle Mode (Editor Buddy Puzzle Mode), where Figure
3b represents its interface. The application’s primary goal
is to foster creativity during a level puzzle design activity
by presenting visual suggestions according to the designers
settings. The interface serves two purposes: it provides
the level designer with visual information, in the form
of the accessibility Graph names (Map) Sections’ Graph
and the Map representation with optional toggles to show
Pressure Plate and Gate connections, and a way to guide
the application’s behavior towards generating a specific
content. The Editor Buddy Puzzle Mode(EB Puzzle Mode)
behavior is defined by four genetic algorithms, that work in
a three plus one (3+1) manner. Generated suggestions are
displayed to the designer in the interface using a 2D preview
of the map with the puzzle elements and the corresponding
Sections’ Graph associated to the map. The designer can
also easily export the displayed suggestions or parts of it, to
his current level.



Computer colleague paradigm
There’s a particular paradigm that we are trying to repre-
sent with our solution and it’s important to emphasize it so
we are able to comprehend the relation between content it
generates, it interface configuration and its iterative puzzle
design cycle. To better impersonate a digital ”peer”, or to
at least try to have similar behaviors, our solutions works on
three different domains:

• Objective, seeks solutions towards a particular objec-
tive(such as more or less length and/or more or less back-
track;

• Innovation, seeks solutions that have the most distinct
number of map elements in each room/corridor from the
designers puzzle;

• User Map, is the opposite of Innovation, that means that
it seeks solutions that have more equal number of map
elements collocation in each room/corridor from the de-
signers puzzle.

Since multiple domains can be used at the same time, we
expect to find discrepancies between suggestions generated
and what the user expects to be generated. These sugges-
tions may be perceived as unwanted or wrong, however,
the purpose of this work it isn’t to give an absolute answer
to what the user seeks, but to explore the ability to foster
creativity, by allowing potential multiple useful suggestions
to appear. Even with these “wrong” suggestions we hope
to disrupt potential preconceived ideas or objectives in the
user’s mind and perhaps trail a more interesting path.

In the end, the designer will still be given all the means
to guide or orient the type of content generated by the pro-
gram (like asking a human partner to give suggestions more
focused on a specific topic). For example, if a level designer
feels more receptive to a wider array of suggestions with
potential opposing traits, he can make these domains guide-
lines more lax, on the other hand, if he wants to explore a
particular type of suggestions that he can be more strict on
how he sets up these domain guidelines. He can either ac-
cept the suggestion and export it to work on it (or even con-
sider it’s a good solution and accept as the final suggestion)
or discard and generate another suggestion. Figure 2 rep-
resents an example of an interaction between a level editor,
where a designer creates a puzzle, and our solution. Inno-
vation and User Map have into account the puzzle created
by the user, hence their connection on the diagram, Objec-
tive evolves towards the objective defined by the user on the
Buddy interface. According to the weight defined by the
user for each algorithm, a percentage of the best individuals
of each algorithm are blended in the Combined algorithm,
that re-evaluates in the three domains each solution (again
with the same weight, defined by the user, for the final fitness
for each fitness function), and the best one is displayed as
the puzzle suggestion from the Buddy that can be exported
to the LoG2 Editor. In theory, this concept is generally ap-
plicable to other level editors that support puzzles (using the
door and key micro-patterns(Dahlskog, Togelius, and Björk
2015)) , other than the one we chose.

Figure 2: Example interaction of the solution with a level
editor

Legend of Grimrock 2 Editor
The game Legend of Grimrock 2 (Almost Human Ltd. 2014)
is a dungeon crawler genre computer game which includes
an in-game Level Editor. The LoG2 Editor, figure 3a, serves
as the primary level editing tool for the designer, whereas
the Editor Buddy proposes suggestions over content created
inside the LoG2 Editor. In the Editor the designer is given a
2D canvas, as well as three main tools to edit the layout of
his level as well as its content. The first and second tools,
the Pointer and Map Element tools are used to complement
the 2D tile based layout after this has been complete. Such
steps were disregarded since they fell out of the scope of our
work. In this sense, designers exclusively worked with the
third tool, the Tile-editing tool, in order to assemble their
level’s layout.

Editor Buddy Puzzle Mode
User interface The Editor Buddy Puzzle Mode User In-
terface, figure 3b, consists of these main components:

• Controls for defining the applications behavior. The Ob-
jective,Innovation and User Map that control its respec-
tive algorithms;

• An Objectives’ section where the user defines the Objec-
tive Algorithm behaviour in terms of searching of a puz-
zle that creates a long or short puzzle, with more or less
backtracking and the preference between either setting;

• A 2D canvas where the program’s generated content is
displayed;

• The canvas can also be used to perform a selection of the
suggestion the designer wishes to export;

• A set of buttons which can be used to run the algorithms,
interact with the generated suggestion, analyze a map and
re-open the section’s graph window;

• Four checkboxes of optional settings;

• A logger that shows extra information from the map to the
user;

• Four progress bars to inform the current processing state
for each algorithm.



Controls are shown in the form of sliders for the user to
fine-tune the EB Puzzle Mode behavior. Suggestions are
displayed in the 2D preview canvas. Each map section or
corridor has a distinct color related to it, that corresponds to
the same color node of the Sections’ Graph. The light grey
tiles are non-walkable ones. Additionally, the Editor Buddy
can detect where the start and exit points of a level are and
identify them with the character “S” for the starting loca-
tion and the character “E” for the exit, and also represents
with a “G” for the gates and “P” for the pressure plates of
the map. The left and right arrow buttons, navigate through
the suggestion historic, allowing the designer to revisit pre-
viously displayed suggestions or imported maps from the
games editor that were analyzed and, a first and current or
last suggestion arrow.

The user can make a selection on the 2D canvas with the
left mouse and deselect with the right mouse button to select
the area that he want’s to export. This selection can also be
cleared using the clear selection button or inverted using the
invert button.

The four checkboxes control optional settings:
• The “Show Corridor” shows in black the corridors of the

map that are the relevant zones to place a gate for our
algorithm;

• “Show Gate/Key connection” shows with a black line;
• “Show Graph for Optimal Path Only” toggles between the

Optimal Path Graph if checked and the Complete Graph
of the level;

• “Export only connected Keys” when checked exports only
the Pressure Plates(Keys) that are connected to a gate;

Behavior The Editor Buddy behavior is mainly guided by
four genetic algorithms. The mentioned domains, innova-
tion, objective and user map, from which we can receive
suggestions can be controlled using the user interface con-
trols, and a fourth that combines the results of the previous
three:

The first algorithm, related with the objective do-
main,generates content closest to a particular objective(such
as more or less length and/or more or less backtrack). The
second of these three algorithms is Innovation, where the
fittest individuals are those that have a most distinct number
of map elements in each room/corridor from the designer’s
puzzle. And the last one is User Map, that is the opposite
of Innovation, that means the fittest individuals are the ones
that have a more equal number of map elements collocation
in each room/corridor from the designer’s puzzle. Addition-
ally there’s the said extra algorithm, called Combined Algo-
rithm, that blends a percentage of each fittest population and
evolves them towards a combination of the previous three
algorithms fitness functions, which weight for them is set
by the user’s settings on each of the sliders for the previous
three algorithms.

In all of the four algorithms, only the Objective compo-
nent (either the algorithm itself or the fitness function on the
Combined algorithm) need to be a feasible puzzle, meaning
the user must reach the exit from the start, Innovation and
User Map component only look to a more distinct or equal

(a) Legend of Grimrock 2 Editor

(b) Editor Buddy Interface: On the left side there’s the three sliders for
each algorithm and under them the sliders for the Objective algorithm
and the logger, on the right side there’s the 2 canvas and under it the
different control checkboxes, progress bars and interaction buttons.

Figure 3: LoG2 Editor and Editor Buddy user interfaces

number of map elements per section, respectively, indepen-
dently if the map is or isn’t feasible.

Editor integration The developed application is not a
standalone program but, instead, works closely with the
LoG2 level editor.All the puzzle elements addition and edit-
ing made by the designer is done in the level editor side.
The only exception being when and if the designer wishes
to replace his work, or a part of it, with the EB Puzzle
Mode’s suggestion, using the available interface tools. The
Editor Buddy handles the automatic saving of the level, so
when there is anything new on the designer’s end, the Edi-
tor Buddy’s only shows on the 2D canvas the added puzzle
elements, this can be useful to see if a gate is placed in a
corridor and the pressure plate in a room, no gate/pressure
plates are updated though, the designer must actively ana-
lyze the map for the Buddy to create the most efficient con-
nections. When exporting changes to the designers level,
the procedure is the inverse. We take the selected sugges-
tions 2D layout and write it in the appropriate format so the
Editor is able to load it. The Editor Buddy also handles the
automatic reload of the updated map file, so the level editor
view reflects the performed changes.



Execution cycle The following diagram, illustrated by fig-
ure 4, represents the Editor Buddy Puzzle Mode execution
flow. Each algorithm execution is independent from the ones
before, the only possible connection is if the user export’s
the map and the Innovation and User Map take into account
that new map generated before. The three algorithms, Ob-
jective, Innovation and User Map, run at the same time and,
when they finish a percentage of each population, calculated
according to the user input, is transferred to the Combined
algorithm that re-evaluates and evolves that new population
again according to objective,innovation and user map fitness
functions with different weights according to the user input.
The Combined algorithm calculates the best individual and
shows that suggestion to the user, that can either export or
ignore and run again the algorithms with the same or new
objective and/or algorithms weight configuration. Each run
is triggered by the user by clicking on the Run button.

(a) Cycle diagram

(b) Element caption

Figure 4: Editor Buddy execution cycle diagram

Evaluation

The main goal of this study was the evaluation of the Edi-
tor Buddy Puzzle Mode utility as well as its efficiency. We
define utility, in this case, as the ability to contribute, direct
or indirectly, with useful content. It remains, however, at
the designer’s discretion the definition of usefulness. This
brings us to the second topic of evaluation, the application’s
ability to be configured in such a way as to produce coherent
and useful content, according to the needs or desires of the
designer at a given time.

Evaluation tasks
For this evaluation, we asked participants to create two dis-
tinct puzzles using the LoG2 Editor and the Editor Buddy
Puzzle Mode to support them. They were given a previously
created map layout (based on the Legend of Grimrock 2 map
“Trickster’s Lair”) in the beginning of the first task as illus-
trated by figure 5.

Both task had shared goals:
They would be using LoG2 editor while interacting with EB
Puzzle Mode to support them during the puzzle creation pro-
cess; the map layout could not be changed; 1 pressure plate
only opens 1 gate; a pressure plate could only be placed in
rooms(non-black cells) and gates placed in corridors(black
cells), for that they could use the “Show Corridor” check-
box to help them, and; the solution should be as interesting
as possible for the player.
The first task particular goal was:

It must teach the players that pressure plates can open
gates in non-adjacent corridors.

When the participants finished the first task they were shown
the second task soon after and started working on it over the
map from the first task. This allowed us to understand in
which case the Editor Buddy Puzzle Mode behaved better.

The second task particular goal were:

The puzzle must make the player pass multiple times in the
same room, where in the future will be placed “lore” related
objects and we want the player to find these objects, which
room or rooms are at the designer’s criteria.

A time limit was not enforced for these task.

Participant description
We used a purposeful sampling method and selected partic-
ipants that were inexperienced and amateurs in level design.
One of the participants works in the game industry, not in
a level design position, and all the participants either are or
were Computer Science MSc students.

Figure 5: Evaluation task map layout



Data collection methods
In this study, data was collected using a questionnaire, par-
ticipant observation and a structured interview.

For quantitative data collection, we used a linear scale
questionnaire in order to roughly draw a measure of the level
of usability for the Legend of Grimrock 2 Editor and the Ed-
itor Buddy Puzzle Mode interfaces, as well as the amount of
user expectation versus generated content discrepancy.

Observation was conducted in the form of participant ob-
servation and screen recording during the entire test. We
chose this method because we were interested in the par-
ticipant’s actions during level design activities including
their interaction with both the in-game Editor and the Ed-
itor Buddy Puzzle Mode instances as well as any type input
in-between.

After participants were finished with the evaluation tasks,
a structured interview was conducted. The goal for these in-
terviews was to draw out patterns from common concepts
and insights regarding the personal experience of each par-
ticipant with both the interface interaction and the generated
suggestions.

Results
Thanks to the feedback of participants, our study allowed us
to identify several important aspects and limitations in the
developed software.

Result presentation
From our evaluation, we were able to collect the following
data using questionnaires, observation and interviews.

Questionnaire Regarding the usability of the Editor and
the Editor Buddy Puzzle Mode,participants said, in gen-
eral, interface made easy to configure its behaviour. Table
1 shows results from the usability section of the question-
naire:

• (U1:) It was easy to configure the Buddy behavior using
the available interface controls;

• (U2:) It was easy to make and edit a selection of the puz-
zle suggestion made by the Buddy;

• (U3:) There were no communication issues between the
LoG2 level editor and the Buddy;

• (U4:) The section’s Graph was useful;

• (U5:) It was easy to make the connection between the
section’s Graph and the corresponding Map sections.

• (U6:) It was easy to make the connection between the
section’s Graph and the generated puzzle topology.

There was some minor constraints related to the Editor
Buddy Puzzle Mode that may have affected negatively these
results, that we’ll discuss in the analysis.
Regarding the behavior of the Editor Buddy, the following
charts, Figure 6 shows how EB Puzzle mode’s suggestions,
when using the Objective control slider, were expected and
how useful they were perceived by the participants. Figures
7 through 11 do the same for the Length,Backtrack, Prefer-
ence, Innovation and User Map control sliders.

EB Puzzle Mode usability
Scale U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6
Totally disagree 0 0 1 0 0 0
Somewhat disagree 0 1 2 1 0 0
Neither agree nor disagree 1 1 0 1 0 1
Somewhat agree 2 1 1 3 3 3
Totally agree 3 3 2 1 3 2

Table 1: Frequency of answers to usability questionnaire

Figure 6: Objective slider expectation vs usefulness.

Figure 7: Length slider expectation vs usefulness.

Figure 8: Backtrack slider expectation vs usefulness.

Figure 9: Preference slider expectation vs usefulness.

Observation From the observations we have been able
to identify some key-events, key-issues and two polarizing
ways to interact with the EB Puzzle Mode and the LoG2
Editor.

The identified key-events were:

• In the second task almost everyone changed back-
track,objective to max and some even preference towards
backtrack;



Figure 10: Innovation slider expectation vs usefulness.

Figure 11: User Map slider expectation vs usefulness.

• One participant used the EB Puzzle Mode history for the
second task, to make the map on the editor completely
empty again so he could build from scratch.

• Most of the participants used the “Show Corridors” option
to check if a gate was in a corridor;

• Every participant used the “Show Gate/Key connection”
option.

The identified key-issues were:
• The aforementioned expectation of the pressure plate-gate

connection to be taken into account for innovation and
user map oriented solutions was not fulfilled;

• Some participants wanted for a certain disposition of the
puzzle elements multiple puzzle solutions could be gen-
erated (different gate-pressure plate connections);

• In one of the tests the application crashed once for un-
known reasons that was never replicated again;

• Some participants ignored the Section’s Graph altogether;
• The selection of cells to export partial solution didn’t have

much use.
• The “Export only connected keys” was rarely used.

Finally there was two types of users, some of them
worked their puzzle from scratch and then used the Buddy
to give suggestions based on their design, while others run
multiple times the Buddy to find a suitable base to work their
puzzle from that in the editor. There were three participants
that created their puzzle from scratch before using the Buddy
to show suggestions, and the other three used the buddy first
to generate a suitable first version of the puzzle to work over
it and adapt to his vision. With this two behaviors we believe
the EB Puzzle Mode can support different ways of interac-
tion and adapt to each user’s preferences.

Interview The EB Puzzle Mode was widely accepted as
being and overall positive influence more specifically in the
second task. The EB Puzzle Mode interface was found to be
user-friendly and intuitive in general, Innovation and User
Map for some wasn’t all that clear.

Overall “Show Corridor” and “Show Gate-Key connection”
was very well received and used by the participant, espe-
cially the “Show Gate-Key connection” had the overall con-
sensus. A participant said that “Show Corridor” wasn’t use-
ful. We think the participant that expressed this opinion was
because he used primarily the EB Puzzle Mode to generate
suggestions first and then he would work and adapt them to
his vision. In that way the Buddy would always put the puz-
zle elements on the right section, with small changes within
sections or deletion of elements was more difficult to put a
puzzle element on the wrong place, and so the “Show Corri-
dor” didn’t feel that important. Some participants expressed
that the Logger window was optional, in their opinion, from
the designer’s standpoint that extra information wasn’t nec-
essary. Overall Export only connected keys was deemed un-
necessary or situational. The majority wanted the Innova-
tion and User Map algorithms to take into account the gate-
pressure plate connections on the editor. There was a partic-
ipant who even said that Objective was the main slider and
Innovation and User Map could disappear. This participant
felt the behavior of the Buddy not taking into account the
connections that he made for the Innovation and User Map
were frustrating that he said that with this behavior of these
two algorithms they felt less relevant as the Objective algo-
rithm, and so this last one was the main one and the others
could be discarded.

Suggested improvements to the interface included:

• A reset button to set every slider at 50%;
• Change some button icons to other more representative;
• A dedicated box to show current map Length and Back-

track value instead of being on the Logger;
• Show on the map the number of time that each section

was visited;
• Show on the map with another color(or even highlighting

one section at the time) to show the path that the algorithm
took.

Suggestions towards improving the Editor Buddy behavior
included:

• Innovation and User Map take gate-pressure plate con-
nections into account;

• Without changing the puzzle element’s disposition show
alternative ways to connect gates and pressure plates;

• A way to lock element’s to prevent their deletion in new
generations.

Result analysis
From this evaluation we confirmed that the EB Puzzle Mode
worked really well to generate objective-oriented content,
the participants saw the potential of this tool in the creation
of puzzles for game levels. We saw a significant number
of comments towards the EB Puzzle Mode taking into ac-
count gate-pressure plate connections that users make, un-
fortunately in our approach it’s difficult to map connections
into chromosomes and since these connections appeared in
later stage of development they were not introduced in the



genetic algorithms, but for future work this is something that
has to be taken into account. The other behavior suggestions
are easier to integrate in the current tool. Overall in the inter-
face and usability level there’s a good opinion from the par-
ticipants, one or another had more problems with them but
we think might be explained by the behavior of the Buddy
itself in discarding gate-pressure plate connections (on the
question “There were no communication issues between the
LoG2 level editor and the Buddy”) and the small improve-
ments suggested in the previous section. We’ll explain on
the future work section why this isn’t a trivial problem to
solve.

From the interaction of some participants we standard lat-
eral thinking techniques were observed, in the case of par-
ticipants that generate first multiple suggestions for a certain
tool configuration, choose the one that feels better to them,
modify them, and then generate again suggestions, if either
Innovation and/or User Map had values other than 0, the
modifications would take into account the puzzle elements
position for the new suggestion. As said before, Lateral
thinking it’s all about generating conflict and challenging old
ideas, a user express that the Buddy was “too disruptive” on
the User Map algorithm, so the new idea conflict was there,
maybe a little too much for some users, again by not tak-
ing into account gate-pressure plates connection, may have
been perceived as much different, because of the new gener-
ated connections, but for the algorithm, by looking to only
puzzle elements position it was similar, but by changing one
or two elements from different sections made the objective
algorithm go through another path and the consequent gen-
eration of connections was completely different.

Conclusions
We were pleased to observe that an interaction-focused co-
creativity seemed to work well in most of the cases, even
with two distinct types of user, one more LoG2 focused
(that constructed his puzzle from scratch) and another that
used the EB Puzzle Mode to generate a suitable first version
of the puzzle to work over it, both user type worked back
and forth with Buddy and the editor, showing the “peer” or
“colleague” paradigm interaction between computer and hu-
man, defined by Lubart (Lubart 2005), that we hoped to see.
We also noticed that standard lateral thinking techniques
were observed during interaction and that the overall per-
formance of the developed solution was positive and was
flexible enough to adapt to the aforementioned two types of
users that we identified.

We described EB Puzzle Mode simple interface, based on
Lucas’ work, that allows to fine tune the Buddy in three di-
mensions: Objective, following specific design goals; Inno-
vation, wanting to explore new directions, and; User Map,
focus on the current co-proposal. The design goals are puz-
zle suggestions in two domains: length and backtrack. The
Buddy’s 2D canvas allows to intuitively and visually com-
municate its suggestions to support diagrammatic reasoning,
a cognitive process inherently present in level design

The fact we received so many design suggestions, which
we’ll discuss in the next section, taught us there’s still some
aspects that need to be improved regarding how the Buddy

better utilizes the designer’s created puzzles (take into ac-
count gate-pressure plate connections) and some interface
modifications to adapts for different users.

In the end, we believe we were able to portray this
paradigm of a digital “peer” and we hope it serves as an
interesting contribution to the field of human-computer co-
creative research.

Future work
Throughout the development process up until the evaluation
phase, we encountered several alternatives or ideas to im-
prove certain aspects of the Editor Buddy. These were the
most pertinent ones we kept for future work reference:

The integration of our solution with Lucas’ work was some-
thing that we ambitioned from the beginning, but for time-
related reasons and to have one less variable in the evalua-
tion phase, we decided to have a fixed map layout based on
the map Trickster’s Lair from the LoG2 game. This is some-
thing that can be done in the future, as mentioned before,
all map and graph sections related code are hard-coded for
the Trickster’s Lair modified map, but all the algorithms are
generic for any map.

Another change that could be implemented in the future, was
the one expressed by the participants, the EB Puzzle Mode
take into account gate-pressure plate connections made by
the user in the LoG2 editor for the Innovation and User Map
algorithms. Since the connection came into play in later
stages of development these algorithms didn’t take it into
account for the results, but the participants expressed that
was better if these algorithms would take the connections
made by them. This is a situation that isn’t trivial to tackle ,
participants wanted to keep the connections, but they can be-
come irrelevant, having no value whatsoever with other map
elements, affect the most efficient way to finish a map, that’s
our main criteria to stop the objective algorithm, or even the
change of places of the gate or the pressure plate, keeping
their connection, the new solution, for those elements and
their connection, might not make sense.

Another behavior change that some users said was for the
displayed solution, show other ways to connect gates and
pressure plates even if it wasn’t the most optimal way to
finish the map, this already can be supported with small code
changes.

A interesting addition for the EB Puzzle Mode is to provide
different types of puzzle, it already supports the Environ-
mental Mechanical Puzzles, the pressure plates, but could
also support observational challenges, logic puzzles, riddles
and hidden treasure puzzles.

Various interface improvements were given in the evaluation
chapter, some examples are a dedicated box for the puz-
zle metrics, length and backtrack, show in the map, with
another color for example, the sections that the algorithm
passed through, amongst other small things detailed on the
chapter.



Regarding future evaluation sessions, besides evaluating the
human-computer interaction, we would like to compare the
quality of the puzzles created with and without the help of
the EB Puzzle Mode. In other words, after integrating a cou-
ple of new features and polishing existing ones, we could
perform tasks with two different groups, one using the LoG2
Editor and the EB Puzzle Mode to create content and another
one using solely the LoG2 Editor. At the end of those tasks,
a third group would evaluate the creative value of both lev-
els and could eventually play them to find out which results
work best in the player’s point of view. Another evaluation
we could perform would be providing participants with the
Editor Buddy to perform a task and ask them to perform
another task afterwards without the help of the EB Puzzle
Mode and see if they missed it. Inversely we could ask par-
ticipants to perform a task using only the LoG2 Editor and
and another task afterwards where we introduced the EB
Puzzle Mode and see if they found it useful in stimulating
their creativity.

A more ambitious goal would be adapting the EB Puzzle
Mode to other existing level editing tools. Apart from the
Legend of Grimrock 2, this would be a huge challenge, be-
cause the EB Puzzle Mode is so deeply integrated with the
LoG2 Editor. Because the LoG2 Editor works on the 2D ba-
sis, we would require at least those tools to work in a similar
fashion, otherwise it would need to be redesigned to gener-
ate content for 3D game levels.
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